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Abstract. Environmentally sound and high-performance buildings are
contributing towards a sustainable future. With increased density of
contemporary urban space and the urgent desire to promote building
performance, a better understanding of wind behaviour will positively
influence future design explorations. In the traditional sequential architectural practice, there is a gap between design and performance
simulation. This paper presents an experimental and systematic study
of the performance-oriented design tools, strategies and workflows
utilized in the concept prototyping of a high-rise building. It describes
a new approach to incorporate wind tunnel testing, computational fluid dynamics simulation as well as parametric software, sensors and
open-source electronics platform into an accessible, interactive and
low-cost form generation kit, rapidly evaluating the performance of
potential design options in the early design stage. As indicated in this
research, environmental simulation can be a decision-making tool, integrating the concept of continuity into the design process.
Keywords. Environmental performance; building aerodynamics; wind
tunnel testing; computational fluid dynamics.

1. Introduction
High-density urban development has generated increasingly serious environmental problems, challenging the notion of continuity and sustainability.
Air movement in relation to the built environment is particularly taken as
crucial factors for pedestrian comfort, building ventilation, air quality and
energy use (Erell et al, 2010). Wind shapes natural forms throughout thou-
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sands of years, dunes of desert in the Yadan landform and smooth granite
rocks in Capo Testa are all masterpieces of wind. Although high-rise buildings are more susceptible to winds, issues pertaining to environmental performance are generally conducted during the later design phase, after the
overall geometry has been well articulated, which is limited to after-the-fact
validation rather than design exploration, leading directly or indirectly to solutions with mediocre performance and increased energy demands (Kaijima
and Bouffanais, 2013; Menicovich et al, 2012; Gane and Haymaker, 2010).
The current inability to effectively integrate dynamic performance expectations into building design strategies is partly due to the deficiency of applicable simulation tools, known as “performance sketch tools”, which can
conduct rapid, qualitative and rough quantitative simulation of concept design alternatives (Passe and Battaglia, 2014; Naboni, 2013). As building
morphology largely determines the resulting wind response, assessments to
wind effects in early design stage will assist architects in making responsible
and reality-based instead of intuitive and experiential design decisions.
2. Literature review
Performance-driven design has generated new modes of practice. There are
commonly two different ways to assess wind environment: the numerical
one, also known as computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods; and the
physical one, i.e. wind tunnel testing. Among them, CFD is limited in complexity, time-consuming and depends on high computing power. Wind tunnel testing is expensive, uses sophisticated instruments, and relies on expert
assistance (McAlpine, 2004; Salim and Moya, 2012). As a result, traditional
methods are laborious to be incorporated meaningfully into the early design
stage when iterative design options are generated, requiring rapid evaluation.
In response to above dilemma, a third possibility, namely custom-made wind
tunnel, is under research. Ramkissoon and Manohar (2014) discussed general considerations and principles for the design, construction and calibration
of an open-circuit, low-speed wind tunnel under specific cost, time and space
constraints. Meanwhile, some pioneering custom-made wind tunnel projects
are emerging in Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, RMIT University and Cardiff University in the last several years, verifying their advantages of simple
visualization, quick feedback and effective data collection (Menicovich et al,
2012; Salim and Moya, 2012; Alexander et al, 1997).
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3. Tools development
The investigation tools consist of physical and numerical ones which work
together to assess wind effects, optimize the overall design process and facilitate the development of high-performance, energy-efficient buildings.
3.1. CUSTOM-MADE WIND TUNNEL
Based on solid theory and demonstrated experience, we fabricated two different-scale wind tunnels as is shown in the schematic (Figure 1). The proposed mini wind tunnel is an open-circuit section one constructed with lasercut plywood and Plexiglas. It consists of five parts: inlet section (including a
flow straightener and two anti-turbulence screens at the front), contraction
cone, test section (including a rotary disk and an access hatch), diffuser and
fan section. The mini wind tunnel is 3 meters long with the test section
measures 0.6m in width and 0.45m in height. Air flow is controlled by an
axial suction fan, reaching a maximum speed of 5m/s.
The mini wind tunnel is low-cost, easily fabricated though limited in its
ability to reproduce large-scale urban environment and provide detailed performance data. To realize complementary advantages, a hermetically sealed,
adjustable-speed laboratory wind tunnel is constructed later, featuring air
flow visualization with a helium bubble generator and surface pressure
measurements using sensitive pressure sensors. The test section measures 1.8
wide by 1.2m high, which has a stable, uniform flow condition and reaches a
maximum speed of 25m/s.

Figure 1. Composition diagram of the custom-made wind tunnel and the completed projects
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3.2. COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS SIMUALTION
CFD simulations can be applied to assess external wind flows, internal
HVAC or natural ventilation design. In this process, CAD package was used
to create geometries, which were then imported into STAR-CCM+ to do
simulations. The meshing and automation capabilities of STAR-CCM+ enable high working efficiency. Vector and scalar diagrams generated can
demonstrate the influence of buildings on local microclimate.
4. Methodology and research process
Performance-driven design is profoundly reshaping the overall workflow
and is reinventing the design orientation, pushing the boundaries of the design space. In this interactive and iterative workflow (Figure 2), physical and
numerical simulations are used to complement and validate the results from
each other. Site analysis and initial studies contribute to sensible decision
making which supports the prototype generation with parametric tools. The
initial prototypes are tested, filtered and optimized under specific criteria.
Collaboration and calibration between the generative and analytical tools allow for the interaction of formal and environmental design considerations.

Figure 2. Overall workflow diagram

4.1. SITE ANALYSIS
The selected site is in the central business district, one of the excessively
windy areas in Hefei, Anhui province, China. As a fundamental step, environmental analysis, e.g. wind speed and direction, were drawn to provide a
basic understanding of this site condition (Figure 3). The annual wind direction is fairly constant, with the southeast wind prevailing in summer and the
east wind prevailing in winter. Average temperature and humidity in both
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summer and winter far exceed our expectations of comfort. Based on local
climate condition, the sustainable design strategy was to create a comfortable
urban microclimate, ameliorating the negative impact of wind on pedestrians
in winter and balancing surface wind pressure distributions in summer.

Figure 3. Site context and environmental analysis from Ecotect Weather Tool

4.2. INITIAL STUDIES
As airflow patterns are considerably influenced by building’s geometry, architects are propelled to conduct a series of numerical simulations to explore
how the geometrically-driven morphological variants of building form impacts the resulting wind-induced aerodynamic effects.
Blocks with various cross-sections were analysed to decipher which can
cause reduced turbulence flows. Basic studies indicated that wind velocity
fluctuation decreases with increasing number of edges. Meanwhile, geometric manipulations along the height, e.g. tapering and twisting, were assessed
to test the resulting aerodynamic performance, proved to be useful to assist
wind deflection and maintain the pedestrian comfort.
4.3. PROTOTYPE GENERATION
Rapid prototyping of a parametrically defined geometry was conducted
based on the foregoing simulation. Grasshopper, which permits the modification and optimization of models according to the simulation results, becomes the preferred medium for the early iterative design exploration.
Started with a 40-story ellipse tower, the preconditioning of the 3D model
included translation, scaling and rotation transformation. Control points of
the original ellipse could amplify along the Y-axis or move along the X-axis,
enabling the construction of a new, elongated or squashed NURBS curve.
The curve was then scaled to maintain the equal area before and after transformation. The newly generated plane curve gradually twisted or tapered following the specific control profile along the height, lofting to a series of
high-rise typologies (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Generative program in Grasshopper and schematic diagram of possible solutions

4.4. ANALYSIS AND OPTIMIZATION
A multi-objective screening method of design options was employed for the
optimization of pedestrian comfort and surface wind pressure distributions.
4.4.1. Velocity measurement using mini wind tunnel
Mini wind tunnel was used to test pedestrian level microclimate around the
target high-rise building. As evidenced by a large amount of in-site measurements and relative standard, the threshold value of acceptable wind velocity for human activity in an outdoor environment was concluded (Table 1).
Mini wind tunnel simulation was conducted for a winter month using a
1:1200 scale model. About 50 removable measuring points were set within a
150-meter radius of the target building where a hot-wire anemometer can
record a database of wind velocities.
Table 1. Comfort criteria in different seasons.
Season

Acceptable 1.5m-wave-height wind speed (m/s)

Summer

1 m/s < v < 5 m/s

Spring/ Autumn

0.6 m/s < v < 5 m/s

Winter

v < 3 m/s
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Wind speed is used as the criterion for evaluating the wind-induced influence on pedestrian comfort. The design option with a higher ratio of outdoor
comfortable wind zone, i.e. owns more areas which offers people comfortable feeling, was identified better. Simulations were performed for various
high-rise typologies following the steps below.
• Change the values of margin control points along two coordinates to generate
different cross-section blocks. Select typical ones for 3D printing.
• First-round testing. Compare the simulation results to draw a general direction of building typology. Do some modulations for second-round simulation.
• Fix the margin control points. Move the central control points to generate
more alternatives for further simulations.
• Iterations were terminated when the simulation results showed little improvements. Fix the plan shape for further manipulation.

For each typology, the wind velocity data were transferred into Grasshopper to allow an easy-to-understand graphical visualization. Detailed aerodynamic information can be obtained through CFD simulations to calculate
the ratio of comfortable zones. The iterations indicated that chamfered trapezoid shape turned out to perform better.
4.4.2. Pressure measurement using laboratory wind tunnel
In order to obtain an optimal perception of the aerodynamic phenomenon,
including wind deflections and turbulence areas, a helium bubble generator
was used in the laboratory wind tunnel to intuitively visualize airflow patterns in an urban context. Those patterns were recorded with a digital camera
at 10 frames per second, showing the traces of airflow (Figure 5).

Figure 5. The experimental environment in laboratory wind tunnel
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Wind tunnel testing tends to be effective and trustworthy merely as the
dynamic similarity and geometric similarity principles along with the roughness elements meet the requirements. The simulation was conducted in 1/400
scale for summer time with an average wind speed of 3.2 m/s. Pressure sensors were placed on both windward and leeward facades at intervals to
measure wind pressures. Firefly, a Grasshopper plug-in for Rhino, can read
data from sensors connected to an Arduino board, and represent the data in
Grasshopper. Sensors were hooked up to the digital I/O port of the Arduino
board which was then connected to the computer.
To explore potential optimal solutions, typologies with variable rotating
angles derived from previous experiments were tested. The simulation results indicated that the 140° twist from base to top performed relatively better which can reduce the wind load with a percentage of 15%. For the last
step, profile variations along the height controlled by a Bezier curve was
used to taper the rotating geometry. Those typologies were tested again to
pick up the most effective one of optimal wind load distribution. The optimization process (Figure 6) enabled us to look into the prospect of aerodynamic high-rise typology generation and optimization from a new perspective.

Figure 6. The process of design iteration and optimization
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4.5. COMPUTATIONAL VALIDATION
As for validation, the final typology was simulated in CFD software to see
its influence on turbulence areas, wind pressure and velocity (Figure 7). The
image shows velocity streamlines from a prevailing wind interacting with
the local surrounding buildings with the subject building coloured by surface
pressure. The aerodynamic form enables wind to flow smoothly around the
high-rise building, minimizing wind loads on the structure. The spiralling
form can generate pressure differences that greatly assist the natural airflow.

Figure 7. Flow streamlines in the urban environment and the pressure distribution of the
high-rise facade (left).Velocity scalar field and vector field diagram (right).

5. Conclusion
This paper elaborates an interactive approach that integrates wind tunnel
testing, CFD simulation and digital software for the formation of a high-rise
typology. We anticipate that the methods presented here would be a highly
efficient tool and an essential aid for architects to do reliable concept prototyping and explore novel data-driven design options.
In an era of cutting-edge digital technology, the future lies in reassessing
the discipline as a dynamic system of complex relations. From the environmental simulation to the building formation, the building morphology is no
longer subjective definitions from designers, but objective outcomes of environmental performance data (Yuan et al, 2015). Thus, building morphology
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serves as a modifier to improve the urban environment in turn, facilitating
ecological and liveable civic environments.
Though lacking accuracy, advantages of the miniature sensors and processors in terms of cost, accessibility and application are bound to prompt
more possibilities of digital design in the near future. Meanwhile, pure aerodynamic optimization may be at the cost of increased construction difficulties or reduced usable space. But as long as such bold moves beyond the
“comfort zone” could make things easier, we will march towards the unknown, full of hope.
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